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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the current state of knowledge about 
projects that encourage citizens to report suspicious/criminal 
activities to law enforcement agencies. It represents the results 
of an eight month research study conducted for the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) as part of its 
National Evaluation Program (NEP). Contained in this summary report 
of Citizen Crime Reporting Projects (CCRPs) are: (a) a description 
of project types; (b) a framework presenting the place CCRPs occupy 
in the criminal justice system; (c) an assessment of the current 
state of knowledge regarding the effort and impact of CCRPs; and 
(c) judgmental recommendations for future CCRP efforts. 

From a theoretical perspective CCRPs have an important role 
in the criminal justice system since most activities in this system 
can be traced back to citizen reports. It is also clear that many 
communities are investing much effort in CCRP activities. Of greater 
importance is the fact that citizens are responding to these efforts 
by attending meetings, using special telephone numbers to report 
crimes and opening their homes to their neighbors. Since CCRPs are 
community oriented, they potentially can impact on such problems 
as poor police-community relations, lack of cOlmnunity cohesiveness 
and reduce unrealistic fear of crime. CCRPs offer one of the few 
opportunities to do something positive about crime. Unfortunately, 
the lack of well designed CCRP evaluation studies does not allow 
us draw any firm conclusions regarding the effectiveness of 
CCRPs. 

Given the general lack of good quantifiable data the judgment 
of project operators and experts in the area of crime prevention 
take special importance. The majority feel that their activities are 
increasing the number of crimes reported. Experts were almost unan
imously positive in their evaluation of CCRPs. 

Based both on a theoretical perspective and the judgment of 
project operators and experts we recommend that CCRPs continue to 
receive LEAA support. In particular we are especially optimistic 
about the potential of Home Presentation and Radio Watch Projects. 
This support, however, should be contigent upon adequate planning 
and evaluation. Some important points to consider are presented 
below and explained in greater detail in Volume III: Model Evaluation 
Manual for CCRPs. 
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Preface 

This document summarizes findings of a national research study 
of projects that encourage citizens to report suspicious/criminal 
activities to law enforcement authorities. The study was conducted 
between May 1975 and January 1976, for the National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) under the direction 
of Dr. Leonard Bickman, Loyola University of Chicago. A more detailed 
account of this study's findings is documented in the following five 
Volumes on file at NILECJ. 

1. Volume I -- Final Report: Using the data collected from 
questionnaires, site visit field research, and expert 
opinions of advisory committee, six key issues regarding 
the performance of CCRPs are discussed. In addition, 
other issues related to CCRPs, such as crime reduction 
and impact of funding, are discussed in depth. 

2. Volume II -- Methodology and Project Flow Charts: A detailed 
description of the methodological techniques used in this 
research, accompanied by flow charts and accompanying 
narratives of the operations of 14 site-visited projects. 

3. Volume III -- Manual for single project evaluation: Strategy 
for evaluation of a CCRP, suitable for use by local CCRP 
administrators. 

4. Volume IV -- Design for Phase II: The design for a Phase II 
evaluation as an attempt to fill the gaps in knowledge 
found in the Phase I research. In particular in depth 
evaluations of two Home Presentation projects and the 
creation and evaluation of a Radio Watch project is 
suggested. 

5. Volume V -- "Towards Increasing Citizen Responsibility: 
Surveillance anc! the Reporting 0LCrimes." A 
comprehensive review of the issues involved in the planning 
and execution of citizen crime reporting projects (CCRPs). 
Includes a presentation of the historical context and 
development of the CCRP concept, reasons for victim and 
witness reporting and nonreporting of crime as documented 
by social science research, influence of community co
hesion and fear of crime reporting, potential positive 
and negative effects of CCRPs and evaluation of CCRPs. 

The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance of Ms. Lois 
Mock, Dr. Carolyn Burstein, Dr. Fred Heinzelmann. Mr. Michael Mulkey 
and Dr. Richard Barnes of the NILECJ. We would also like to express 
our appreciation to the following eight members of our Advisory 
Committee who provided conscientious input concerning the initial 
findings of this study: Mr. Ray Bray of the California Commission 
on P.O.S.T.; Officer Richard Blackwell of the Palo Alto Police 
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Department; Mr. Gerald Gersey of the Illinois Law Enforcement Com
mission; Dr. Charles Girard of Koepsell, Girard and Associates; Mr. 
Edward Good, Director of the Seattle Community Crime Prevention Pro
gram; Mr. Cary Hill, President of Contact, Inc.; Mr. Tom Johnson 
of the Michigan Office of Criminal Justice Programs; and Mr. John 
Phelan of the Florida Governmor's Crime Prevention Committee. lole 
would also like to thank the following persons for their consultation 
and advice: Drs. Fred DuBow, Thomas Cook, and John McSweeny of 
Northwestern University, Dr. Michael Maltz of the University of 
Illinois, Chicago Circle, and Dr. Anne Schneider of the Oregon Research 
Institute. Lastly we would like to thank the project directors and 
staff of CCRPs throughout the country who gave their time to us 
on site visits and also in completing our lengthy questionnaire. 
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I. Introduction 

On his way home from work· a man sees an unfamiliar car cruls1ng 
up and down his block. Before entering his house, he notices that 
the driver is sitting parked in front of a neighbor's house. He 
thinks it is strange behavior but does not thtnk the police would 
want to be bothered. The next day he learns that his neighbor's 
house was burglarized. 

A radio-dispatched taxi driver working the midnight shift 
drops off a customer in a desolate, poorly lighted section of tO~l. 
As he drives away, he notices a woman struggling with a man on the 
sidewalk. The cabbie slows down, and it becomes obvious from the 
woman's screams that the man is overpowering her. He calls over 
his radio to his dispatcher. "Woman in trouble. Corner of Haple 
and Hudson. Call the police." "Are you involved?" the dispatcher 
asks. "No." "Sorry, can't help you out," replies the diS.patcher. 

A housewife finds out by accident that a specific person is 
selling drugs to adolescents in her neighborhood. Infuriated, she 
considers calling the police but thinks, "They probably won't do 
anything about it unless I give them my name. What if the pusher 
found out who I was?" Instead, ~he does nothing. 

While these situations are not as dramatic as the Kitty Genovese 
incident 52 a decade ago in which 38 citizens witnessed the brutal 
murder of a young woman but did not call the police, they represent 
typical situations in which a citizen could have called the police. 
If the citizen-witnesses in these instances had notified the police, 
these crimes may have been prevented or halted in progress, Perhaps 
the offenders may even have been apprehended. 

As illustrated by these examples of nonreporting by witnesses, 
many fears and obstacles stand in the way of witness reporting. 
Sometimes lack of familiarity and isolation among neighbors prevent 
recognition of suspicious persons and circumstances. Sometimes 
fear of involvement and retaliation prevent persons with knowledge 
about crimes from contacting the police. Sometimes nonreporting 
is the result of not noticing suspicious events and thus missing 
an opportunity to report a crime. In other instances, nonreporting 
results from physical inconvenience or lack of a direct means of 
communicating with the police, as in the case of the taxi driver. 
Of course, these are only a few of the reasons why witnesses may 
fail to report suspicious/criminal activity to the police. 

There has been a small number of basic research studies conducted 
by social scientists which have tried to discover factors which 
influence citizen reaction to witnessing a crime. Most of this 
research has examined witness reaction to staged petty crimes. The 
findings of this research indicate that many factors assumed to 
affect reporting did not have an im~act. For example, the witness's 
attitude towards the police8~ 31~ 3 or towards the criminallO~ 29 

had little relationship to reporting. Similarly, the importance 
f . 3-- 9 hI"· 5-- 11~ 25-- 29 o anonymlty ,t e persona characterlstlcs of the bystander 

~nd effectiveness of mass media7~ lOin influencing reporting, have 
been called into question by research findings. Such factors as 
ambiguity of the situation l9 -- 2~ the severity of the crime 12

, the 



commitment of the witness to report 39
, the behavior of other wit-

1 .... 2'" 3~ 5--" 25 nesses ' and the characteristics of the communi ty 30 

have been shown to affect witness reporting of a crime. Research 
i.n the area of witness or bystander reporting is rel.,tively new. 
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As research in this area grows it is hoped that it will prove useful 
to project operators who wish to structure their project on a 
lheoretical and empirical basis. 

Victimization studies in recent years have indicated that the 
Twmber of crimes reported by victims may represent only the "tip 
of the iceberg" of actual victimization~l To date, no research 
pxists that indicates the extent of nonreporting among witnesses 
to suspicious/criminal activities. It may be that the frequency 
of nonreporting among witnesses is equivalent to or greater than 
nonreporting among victims of crimes. 

In the late 1960s, police and sheriff departments, civilian-run 
city agencies, civic and community groups began developing projects 
nimcd at improving witness reporting of suspicious/criminal activity 
to lAW enforcement authorities. This report summarizes the findings 
of an eight month national research study of these projects, which 
are referred to in this report as "Citizen Crime Reporting Projects" 
(CeRPs). 

II. CCRPs and Other Crime Prevention Activities 

To place the findings outlined in this report in perspective, 
Ll Ls important to note that CCRPs seldom exist as independent 
projects. Instead, they are often an interdependent component of 
a larger cr:ime prevention effort. Ninety per cent of the 78 CCRPs 
examined in depth by this study were operating as part of larger 
crime prevention efforts. Most CCRPs were implemented with 
Operation 1.0. (86%) and/or home security inspections (72%). This 
level of interdependence Is responsible for some of the difficulty 
:in isolating and interpreting the impact of CCRPs. 

While CCRPs are often part of a larger crime prevention effort 
they theoretically perform a very different function than target 
hardening approaches such as home security inspection, which are 
primarily victim-oriented and represent defensive methods of dealing 
with crime. In contrast, CCRPs represent a witness-oriented, com
munity-based approach to crime prevention, Thus, CCRPs comprise 
one of the few crime prevention activities oriented towards groups 
of citizens rather than merely towards individuals. As noted by 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

G 3 18 Goals as well as others ,overly self-centered approaches to 
cr.ime prevention (such as the purchase of guns, dogs, or better 
locks) can result in individuals turning their residences into 
increasingly fortified castles. This may result in increased social 
isolation and a "barricade mentality" which can lead to the abandonment 
of the streets to criminals. These approaches have been character
ized as "fear borne" solutions to crime in contrast to the cooper
ative approaches taken by many CCRPs 3: . . 

The community crime control strategy favored by CCRPs seeks 
not only to make a positive impact on the participants but on 
non-participants as well. Thus, projects which encourage the 
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participants' involvement in neighborhood surveillance can r.esult 
in protecting strangers on the street as well as residents. The 
encouragement of mutual aid and mutual responsibility can be seen 
as a positive community-building activity, 
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Many CCRPs attempt to build a sense of community in neighborhoods 
where fear and alienation previously existed. In this respect, 
CCRPs can compliment the recent ~~velopments in environmental psychology. 
Oscar Newman's research findings demonstrate that the physical 
environment can have an impact on both fear and crime. Innovative 
environmental designs which can create a greater sense of communitv 
and reduction in mistrust are currently being studied*. These . 
designs provide opportunities for increased surveillance and re-
porting of crimes by witnesses. Attempts to directly change the 
social environment as 'represented by CCRP activity may compliment 
these changes in the physical environment. In situations where 
physical changes are not possible, CCRP activity may be a reasonable 
alternative. 

III. Objectives of the CCRP Research Study and Purposes of Summary 
Report 

This research study of CCRPs was sponsored by the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) as 
part of its National Evaluation Program (NEP). The NEP consists 
of a series of evaluation studies of current approaches to solv~lg 
crime ane criminal justice problems, including those approaches 
supported through Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) 
block grants. The objectives of this NEP research study of CCRPs 
were to: (1) assess the type, quantity, and quality of information 
available about CClli's; (2) devise a descriptive classification system 
for CCRP proj ects; and (3) assess the effectiveness of CCRPs, if 
possible. In the case of this last objective substantial evidence 
is not available on which to form a strong conclusion about the 
effectiveness of CCRPs. This will be documented later in this report. 

IV. Definition of Projects Surveyed 

The projects to be :included in this NEP research study were 
defined by the following three criteria: 

1. projects in existence at least since June, 1974; 
2. projects having a distinct name identifying them to the 

public; and 
3. projects which focused on improving witness repor.ting 

of crimes against persons or personal property. This 
includes proj ects which focused on only one ty,pe of 
crime, as well as projects which focused on all crimes 
in this category. 

In order to limit the universe of projects to be considered not. 
all projects that could lead to increase crime reporting were 

*NILECJ Program Plan, Fiscal Year 1976, 
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iJWjlldc'd in lhi<i study. Proj('cts diret;ted toward 
c-rimen against commercial establishments were not considered, nor 
were projects which required participants to own special costly 
('(pri pmen t, such as c1 tizen band radios. In addition, this study 
did not consider projects that encouraged informant information 
only about uTlso1.ved crimes _known Lo the police (e.g., Secret vlit
npss ~rojects). Projects which involve citizens in regimented, 
s('h(>dulpd il('tiviti.es (e.g., citizen patrols) rather than continual 
slJrVt-i]JallC() -in the nonna] course of activity were also excluded. 
(Citizen ]l8trols GI

, urC' the subject of another NEP project.) As 
prr'viously lIwl1t:i.oned, CGRPs were discovered to frequently coexist 
with largel hardening components of crime prevention efforts such 
ns OperalJon I.D. ll

, and home security inspection 36 projects. 
(TIlL'S!' (\o!O cnmponpnts an' also the topic of other NEPs.) 

Select jon of projects to be surveyed was made on the basis of 
lhl' nfurL'mentimH'd er:iteria, data coLLected through telephone in
tl'rvJewH, and other relevant information detailed in the following 
s('ction. 

V. Rcs('aTcll Methodology 

A vnriety of sources was explored to locate projects nationwide 
tllol were potentially relevant to this study. Previously compiled 
fiJcs~ on crime-reporting projects in cities with a population larger 
L1wn 50,000 comprised a maj or SOUTce. A second source was telephone 
int:<'rviews with criminal justice state planning agency (SPA) personnel 
in alISO states and with staff 'llembers in LEAA regional offices. 
These telephone interyiews attempted to identify potentially relevant 
CCRPs being funded through block and discretionary grants. The 
SPA personnel were asked to send copies of grant applications, 
Ilrogrcss reports and evaluations of any projects relevant to this 
research project. Various literature and computer searches were 
[I\SO used to locate potential CCRPs. 

In this search, a total of 318 projects were identified as 
potentfal CCRPs and reviewed. On the basis of this review it was 
determined that 108 projects did not meet our definitional criteria 
for inclusion. TI,e remaining 210 projects were telephoned to gather 
more descriptive information. 'On the basis of these telephone 
interviews 80 additional projects were judged to not meet our 
definitional criteria. This left 130 projects that qualified for 
our project survey. Of these 130 CCRPs, 100 project sites were 
selected to receive the CCRP project questionnaire. This final 
s~"\lection was based on an in-depth review of material sent by 
projects as well as the telephone interview. In particular, project 
operators who were uncooperati.ve or who indi.cated that their project 
was being phased out were excluded from the final sample. An effort 
was made to include projects of various types and from as broad a 
geographic area as possihle. Figure 1 displays the location of the 
78 CCRP project sites that returned their questionnaire. 
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B. Questionnaire Development and Distribution 

The questionnaire was the fundamental instrument of data collection 
for this project. The guidelines for developing the structure and 
content of the questionnaire were derived from the work description 62 

for Phase I products supplied to each NEP project director by NILECJ. 
The first draft of the CCRP questionnaire was developed over a four 
week period and pretested. The final draft of the questionnaire 
was sent to the 100 project sites selected for the survey. A $25.00 
honorarium was offered for the return of a completed questionnaire*. 

The twenty-three page questionnaire consisted of 62 multistage 
questions. Information was collected about projects in the following 
eight questionnaire categories: organization; budget and background; 
staff efforts; assistance; program goals; detailed program activities; 
crime statistics; citizen and community information; and evaluation. 
At the cut-off date, 78 of the 100 project sites had returned the 
questi.onnaire. 

C. Identification and Interviewing_ of Experts 

The names ot experts about citizen involvement in crime prevention 
and CCRP's were acquired through telephone interviews of SPA 
personnel and project operators as well as from the literature on 
crime reporting and crime prevention, Twenty-nine experts were 
in tervielo!ed by telephone. As a check on our survey of proj ects. 
the experts interviewed were asked whether they knew of any CCRPs. 
All the projects mentioned by experts had been included in our sample. 
The experts were also asked questions such as why people do or do 
not report crimes, and can CCRPs influence crime reporting behavior. 

D. Site Visit Field Research Procedures 

Our staff members made 20 site visits to CCRPs. Hore than 75 
persons were interviewed during these visits, An attempt was made 
to site visit a cross section of project types. An attempt was also 
made to visit CCRPs with administrative staffs of various types and 
sizes. In addition, projects were selected for site visits on the 
basis of their cooperation with this research study. their apparent 
intensity of activity, and in some cases. their mention bX experts. 
Our project staff tried to speak with all levels of staff involved 
in project operation, record keeping personnel, citizen participants 
in the project, pertinent city officials, and evaluators of projects. 
Whenever possible, our staff also made an effort to attend an actual 
project activity, such as a group or home presentation. The site 
visits to CCRPs provided valuable information, which has been in
corporated in the assessment of the state of the knowledge about 
CCRPs. 

*LEAA funded proj~cts were not eligible for the honorarium. 
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E. Cooing of Questionnaire ~esponses 

A ~ample of 16 questi~nnaires was used to construct coding 
categor1es for open-ended 1tems. Two coders agreed on categories 
for each of these items and wrote explanations of the responses 
that could be included in those categories. All data (open- and 
closed-ended questions) were then coded and prepared for computer 
analysis. Each project's computer file totaled 372 variables. 

F. Project Files 
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A file was established for each project which could include 
the telephone screening interview form, the CCRP questionnaire. 
site visit notes, project literature, press releases, progress' 
reports, evaluation reports, and other relevant records and 
information. In addition, forms were constructed by 'our staff that 
served as a guide for reviewing the files of each project: Effort 
and impact variables were highlighted in the written review of each 
project's evaluations, progress reports, and means of record 
keeping received*. Numerous attempts were made to try to obtain 
as much supporting information as possible from participating projects. 

G. Advisory Committee 

An advisory committee of eight. persons was selected from among 
the experts and project directors previously contacted in telephone 
interviews or site visits. The committee consisted of project direc
tors, planners, and evaluators. The committee members attended a 
conference in Chir.ago sponsored by this project to review and respond 
to the initial findings of our NEP study. The content of the con
ference discussions and conclusions, like the site visit field 
research, contributed to the assessment of CCRPs detailed in following 
sections~ 

VI. Project Typology 

After careful examination of the data collected, it was 
determined that a classification system of six CCRP project types 
well summarized the 78 projects**. The types of projects included 
in this study are classified into two major categories, each having 
three project types. Category I consists of projects that facilitate 
the means of reporting suspicious/criminal activities. Category II 

*Critiques are on file with NILEJC as an appendix to the final 
report. 

**It is important to note that names used by projects do not 
always accurately describe the characteristics of that project. 
For example, Neighborhood Watch, is used by projects that give 
presentations only to civic groups, as well as by projects which 
c>.ctually operate in neighborhoods. 
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consists of projects that use an educational approach to encourage 
witness reporting of suspicious/criminal activities. The following 
is a descriptive overview of the project types. Assessment information 
regarding CCRPs is presented later in this summary report. 

A. Category I: Projects Which Facilitat~ Reporting 

1. Whistlestop Projects. Whistlestop projects facilitate the 
reporting of in-progress street crimes by witnesses and victims 
through a whistle alert system that signals residents in their homes 
to call the police. The sound of the whistle also signals persons 
walking in the area that someone is in need of help. The two \.JOis tle
stop projects reviewed in this study were administered by non-law 
enforcement agencies. In Chicago, Whistlestop projects are sponsored 
by volunteer-based community organizations and block clubs. Persons 
wishing to participate in the project purchase Whistlestop packets 
from storefront community organizations or from local shopkeepers. 
The packets include information on hm.". to use the whistle and how 
to report a whistle incident to the police. The instructional in
formation stresses that persons who witness a street crime should 
not intervene personally in the situation, but use the whistle to 
alert persons near a telephone to call the police. The awareness of 
Whistles top in the target community would ideally be such that persons 
hearing the sound of the whistle would know they should call the 
police immediately. In Chicago) the \.JOistlestop Community Service l7 

supplies organizational manuals and Whistlestop packets to the 
implementing community organizations and block clubs. Whistlestop 
Community Service estimates that more than 100,000 whistles have 
been purchased by Chicago residents. 

2. Radio Watch Projects. Participation in Radio Watch CCRPs 
is usually limited to citizens whose occupations give them access 
to taxis or trucks with two-way radios but may also include indivi
duals who have citizen band or ham radios in their cars. Crime 
reporting by these persons, who are normally isolated from direct 
contact with the police, is facilitated by communication with the 
two-way radio dispatcher, who calls the police for the driver. 
Participants in the project are asked to report suspicious/ 
criminal activities and public hazards (fire, traffic accidents). 

Most Radio Watch projects are a relatively low-cost and low
effort venture for the implementing agency. They usually involve 
a training program for drivers and dispatchers, and participants 
often meet with project staff on a regular basis. Radio Watch projects 
are frequently cooperative efforts between business and law enforce
ment agencies. In New York City, the police department's Community 
Affairs Division works with the First National City Bank on the 
Civilian Radio Taxi Patrol Project 44 . The bank supplies funds for 
instructional materials and identifying decals for taxis, while the 
police department provides the staff for developing interest on 
the part of cab companies and for training drivers and dispatchers. 
Motorola International Inc. 4o supplies brochures and stickers to 
the Community Radio Wat~h projects nationally. Radio Watch projects 
represent eight of the 78 CCRPs surveyed. 
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3. Special Telephone Line Projects. Eighteen surveyed projects 
offered special telephone lines to facilitate anonymous reporting of 
suspicious/criminal activities. The special telephone lines have a 
different number from the regular police emergency number. Special 
Telephone Line projects are usually publicized through channels such 
as billboards, newspapers, and radio and television public service 
announcements. Some agencies mention their Special Telephone Line 
regularly at crime prevention presentations made to civic, service, 
or school groups. This project type can be divided into two subtypes: 
(a) those that offer reward incentives; and (b) those that do not 
offer rewards. 

The Special Telephone Line projects that offer rewards typically 
pay money only for information leading to a conviction. The amount 
of the award is often decided upon by a committee of citizens. These 
reward projects are operated more often by civiliRn agencies than 
any other project type. For instance, WeTIp 48 (We Turn i~ Pushers) 
of Pomona, California, is administered statewide by a nonprofit 
private organization. The WeTIP project solicits narcotics infor
mation on an anonymous basis, and informs the appropriate law enforce
ment agencies of tips received. Since 1972, WeTIP has received an 
average of 2,300 tips per year. While many reward projects are 
directed only toward narcotics crimes, some solicit information 
on all types of crimes. 

The Special Telephone Line projects that do not offer rewards 
more often deal with information on all types of criminal activities. 
They are also more likely to be administered by law enforcement agencies 
than are re\.".ard proj ects. Some special telephone lines are manned 
by a 24-hour staff, while others are answered by recording devices 
which are checked frequently by agency personnel. The anonymous 
"Crime Stop"S4 line of the San Antonio Police Department is staffed 
by four civilians under the direction of a police lieutenant. Since 
1972 an average of 28,000 calls per year has been received by the 
Crime Stop telephone line. In Salinasg California, the police 
department has an automatic "Tip Line" 3 that records anonymous 
non emergency information about crime. This telephone recording 
device is monitored regularly by an officer from the Salinas Crime 
Suppression/Community Relations Unit, and information is channeled 
to the appropriate police division for investigation. A special 
telephone line that is answered by a recording device is well suited 
for non emergency reports. 

B. Category II: Educational Project,s 

The following three project types resemble one another in 
that they attempt to encourage witness reporting through a variety 
of educational approaches. An example of a CCRP program of national 
scope that uses one or more of the education approaches described 
below is National Neighborhood Watch 41 , an LEAA-supported program 
administered by the National Sheriff's Association. The descriptions 
of the project types below are arranged according to the degree of 
involvement required of the citizen participant. The first project 
type requires the least involvement for the citizen, while the last 
requires the most. 
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1. Group Presentation Proj eets. The primary educational approach 
pmployed by this project type is group presentations to civic and 
service groups, schools, PTAs, church groups and other community 
groups. Information concerning these proj ects is usually distributed 
to the general public at shopping centers or county fair displays. 
All the Group Presentation projects surveyed in this study are ad
ministered by the community relations or crime prevention units of 
1,,)1 i ('(: or sheriff's departments. Group Presentation proj ects require 
little involvement on the part of the citizen, other than attending 
a prc'fwuLaU on or stopping to talk with an officer at a shopping 
center display. The group presentations are usually a "one shot" 
(' rime' p revantion t rentment. The officer giving the presentation 
provides information concerning home security and target-hardening 
t ('chniques, as well as encouragement to citizens to report all suspicious/ 
criminal nctivities to the police. Some projects give instruction 
Oil whnt constitutes suspicious/criminal activity, what descriptive 
information is important, and how to report such infonnation to 
til!' police. rUms or slides are frequently used in the presentation 
along .lith Jecture, and question and answer techniques. Most Group 
Pn . .!sC'nt:ltion projects dLstribute literature about crime prevention 
':l1d crimL' reporting to ci~tzens attending the presentation. For 
Insl;II1('(', the Cook County) Illinois, Sheriff's Department distri
btltes literature supplied by the National Sheriff's Association to 
ritizens attending their Neighborhood Watch group presentations. 
1 n t hei r group presentations <md shopping center displays, this proj ect 
nl so shows ;1 fi 1m, "Neighborhood Watch". Othel" Group Presentation 
projects design their own literature for distribution to the public. 
Tn mllst rasC's, Croup Presentatj.on proj ects rely on media channels 
to obtain requests for group presentations. The Group Presentation 
project type is represented by 19 of the CCRPs surveyed. 

2 .Membersh~roj eets. These CCRPs use essentially the same 
educutlon:ll approach as Group Presentation projects, but require 
!l grC'aU'r involvement from the citizen than mere attendance at a 
presentation. Participants in Membership projects usually sign up 
to be(,ome a member of the project at a group presentation given by 
the :ldministrating agency. Participants in the Membership projects 
fin' lIsu~llly given membership identification cards. Many Membership 
projects use the guarantee of anonymity as an incentive for partici
pnt:i.on, nnd some provide part1.cipants with a code number to use in 
report illg suspic1.ous/eriminal activities. The agencies that administer 
Hl'mhel~ship projects usually maintain a list of the names, addresses, 
and ted erhone numbers of participants. For example, in Rockford, 
11J1.no1.s I, the Chamber of Commerce and the police department co
sponsor a Chec-Mate project designed to provide citizens with an 
anonymous means of reporting suspicious/criminal activities. At 
all crime prevention presentations the Rockford Police Department 
passes out Chec-Mate application cards and provides a brief explanation 
about how Chec-Mate works. Citizens wishing to participate in Chec
Mate fill out the application and mail the self-addressed card to 
the Chamber. The Chamber assigns each applicant a code number and 
~ldds each name and address to the list of Chec-Mates. The Chamber 
then sends each applicant a code number and an identification card. 
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Hembership projects, like Group Presentation projects, use low cost 
publicity to solicit requests for presentations. Eight of the CCRPs 
surveyed are Membership projects. 

3. Home Presentation Projects. The highest priority activity 
of these CCRPs is presentations to neighborhood groups in a resident's 
home; in addition, many Home Presentation projecLs also give group 
presentations and have a form of membership for participants. The 
Home Presentation project type is represented by twenty-three of the 
projects surveyed. Group presentations and publicity are used to 
obtain requests for home presentations. Some Home Presentation 
projects also use door-to-door canvassing to solicit hosts for home 
presentations. About 70% of the Home Presentation projects surveyed 
are administered by law enforcement agencies. The remaining 30% 
are administered by community groups or civilian-run city agencies. 

Home Presentation projects can be further subdivided into two 
groups: (a) those that give "one shot" crime prevention l;ome 
presentations; and (b) those that attempt to organize and sustain 
a block group. In both cases the actual presentations themselves 
are basically similar. Between ten and twenty neighbors meet in 
another neighbor's home to hear a CCRP representative speak about 
home security and property marking techniques, and to receive instruc
tion about crime reporting. Home presentations differ from group 
presentations in that the concept of watching out for and getting 
to know one's neighbor is stressed. Often neighbors exchange names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers. As in group presentations, audio
visual aids are frequently used, and project literature is distri
buted to citizens attending the home presentation. 

The Neighborhood Watch46 project of the Douglas County, Nebraska, 
Sheriff's Department is an example of a Home Presentation project 
that provides a one-time crime prevention program. The project is 
administered by a one-person Crime Prevention Unit. The public is 
informed about the availability of home presentations primarily 
through group presentations to PTAs, community groups, and civic 
and service organizations. Persons requesting home presentations 
are responsible for notifying their neighbors. The home prebcntations 
begin with a home security tour of the host's home. Next a film on 
home security is shown followed by instruction about crime reporting. 
The neighbors attending the presentation also make maps that include 
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of their immediate neigh
bors. They are encouraged to use these maps to provide the police 
with preeise locations when reporting suspicious/criminal activities 
in their neighborhood. After this initial meeting, each individual 
block group is free to decide whether it will elect block leaders 
and/or have subsequent meetings. The project operator has no 
follow up contact \vith block groups unless a group contacts him. 

Another Home Presentation pro~ect, the Community Crime Prevention 
Program (CCPP) Block Watch Project 8, in Seattle, Washington goes 
beyond the initial home presentation to provide structure and follow-
up contact with block groups. . The proj ect is implemented by a 16-
member staff of a civilian-run city agency; Hosts for home presentations 
are solicited by the canvassing of neighborhoods. Residents in a 
neighborhood are informed (through formal invitations hand-delivered 
by the host) that a home presentation will be given in their area. 
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ThJ8 home presentation is similar to other group and home presentations 
previ.ously described. As in the Nebraska Neighborhood Watch proj ect, 
an Jmportant part of the Seattle home presentation is filling in a 
m;Jp of the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of neighborhood 
residents. Block leaders are then elected at the end of the presenta
tion. The block leader is responsible for distributing CCPP news
letters to block group participants and for organizing further block 
meetings and activities if necessary. The Seattle block groups 
ore olso encour~ged to broaden their scope to include other neighbor
hood probJems and to contact the CCPP to arrange for representatives 
of other city agencies to speak at block meetings. In addition, 
seminars for block leaders about the criminal justice system are 
sponsored periodically by the Seattle CCPP. 

C.!:!1e().E.<:..tJ_cal Counte!strategies for Non Reporting 

Another way in which to illustrate the differences among the 
various project types is to examine how each type might deal with 
tile reasons why people fail to report crimes to the police. Table 
1 illustrates possible reasons why citizens do not report crimes 
they have witnessed, and suggests potential ways with which to counter 
t hese rc:~asons. The purpose a f this table is to show how the CCRP proj ect 
lypes might deal wJth the various reasons for the non reporting 
of crimes or suspicious events. The reasons for non reporting were 
derived from three sources: interviews with experts, questionnaire 
responses from project directors, and relevant social science research~ 
The information regarding the project type that might use a particular 
counterstrategy is based upon our conceptual frameworks of project 
lypes. Of course, not all projects within a project type actually 
use the counterstrategies suggested. On the other hand, some parti
cular CCRPs, because of their comprehensive nature, may utilize more 
than the counterstrategies checked. Table 1, however, indicates 
what we consider to be the major focus of each of the project types. 

VII. Generalized CCRP Framework 

Figure 2 illustrates the generalized framework of activities 
and assumptions, and impact of a typical CCRP. This framework was 
developed from an extensive study of the apparent* assumptions 
connecting CCRP activities and outcomes. 

A. CCRP Domain 

1. designate a target population; 
2. create an awareness of and a positive attitude toward 

the CCRP; 
3. commit participants to crime reporting; 
4. educate participants; and 

* The use of the word' "apparent" is intentional. Information 
gathered by site visits, telephone interviews, and questionnaires 
inclicuted that most project operators had not explicitly conceptualized 
the l.inks between project activities and outcomes. 
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l. Did not see it happen Encourage heightened surveil- X X X X 
ance 
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2. Saw it but does not think it Educate so can identify crimes X X 
was a crime 

3. Does not know how to report Educate on how to report X X X X X X 

I 

4. Thinks others will report Educate about phenomenon X X 
(dilfusion of responsibility . 

, 5. Too inconvenient 

I 
to report Hake reporting easier X X X X 

! 6. Fear of consequences of Provide anonymity; provide X X X X X X 
reporting (e. g. , retalia- protection; present evidunce I 
tion, embarrassment, others on community's norms 
may disapprove) 

7. Feel police would not Inform citizens about police 
I want to be bothered (not willingness to respond X X X 

I 
serious enough) 
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! 8. Distrust police Improve police performance; 
! (anticipate poor treatment change attitude towards X X X 
I 

I by police) t'olice 

9. Feel it would not matter Improve system; demonstrate 
if reported (ineffective system effectiveness X X X 
criminal justice system) 

I 
i 10. Apathy 1 (does not care Build community cohesiveness; 
i about consequences to develop empathy 

I victim) 

f-lu. Apathy 2 (does not want Provide incentives, e. g .• 
to report for other awards and rewards; foster i< X X X 

I reasons, e. g., other commitment to report 
costs, not feel need) 

~. 

Note. An "X" identifies a project type which, in our judgement, is structured to employ 
a specific counterstrategy. 
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5. create an impact on behavior so as 
cipant's amount of surveillance*, 
and/or quality of reports. 

to increase part i
quantity of reports, 

The above mentioned activities and impacts are, in our judgment, 
within the domain of CCRPs. (Their meaning and effects will be 
dealt with in greater detail later in this report). By that we mean 
that CCRPs should be able to directly influence the quantity and 
quality of reports to the police. The area in Figure 2 outside the 
dotted line, which will be described next, are impacts and activities 
in which a CCRP is merely one contributing factor. The assumed 
impacts presented in this figure are only positive ones. Potential 
negative impacts (e.g., vigilantism) have not been included. In 
addition, for simplicity, no feedback loops are included. Forces 
other than CCRPs may be more potent in these areas**. 

B. Assumed Impacts Beyond CCRP Domain 

It is assumed that CCRPs contribute to: (1) a reduction of 
fear; (2) an improvement in police-community relations; (3) improve
ment in citizen cooperation with the Criminal Justice system; and 
(4) an increase in community cohesiveness. These positive side 
effects will, in turn, lead to an increased willingness of part i,ci
pants of the CCRP to testify in court. 

The increase in the quantity of reports will produce more 
accurate crime statistics. That is, authorities would now be aware 
of crimes that previously would have gone unreported. The increase 
in the quantity of reports will lead to an increase in apprehensjons, 
i.e., a mere increase in the number of reports would lead to morc 
criminals being apprehended. Yet, this is not to say that a mere 
increase in the quantity of reports would increase the ratio of 
apprehensions to reports. 

An "increase in quality of reports" means that there will be 
more reports of in-progress crimes, better descriptions of suspects, 
and more detailed and accurate descriptions of the location of the 
crime. We would also expect that reports would be made to the 
police department with greater speed and clarity. This increase 
in quality of reports will lead to an improved police response. 
That is, police should arrive on the scene sooner (due to the increase 
in the speed of reporting), will arrive more often at the correct 
location, and will be more likely to have an accurate description 

*Schneider and Eagle 56 provide an interesting mathematical 
model concerning the relationship between surveillance and the 
probability that a "random outlaw" will be observed. Their model 
includes such variables as amount of time spent observing, the number 
of watchers, the probability that appropriate action will be taken, 
the efficiency of the watchers, and the time the outlaw is in the area. 

**At present, not enough information is known that would enable 
us to provide comment on the relative importance of the contributing 
factors. 
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u f ';u:;pvcu;. ~; illce the police will arrive at the proper location 
:'l}fH) ;jf lr'r the incid(~TlL, they will be better able to aid the vie-
t i r:;. Al ~,u, l hv qual i Ly 0 f the pol ice 0 ffense report would be improved 
j,y hr'!. Ll'r ... 1i l flUSS perfonnancc. 

The. impruvt!ml-nt. in po] ice response will lead to two other im
VI' t~;. Tlwn- '..;.i 11 lw an increasu j n the quantity of apprehensions 
[;'" iJW;C' of 111(' more ;l(:CLlr'1tv pol1cc response. Of equal or greater 
iml'f)rt;m r'(' 1:; Lltr- po!](;j.bUHy that police will arrive on a scene in 
r jlI'" l', Pl.'·J('l1!. it ('dldllal [lCt. As citi.zens will make more calls 
(1III'l'rrliug ~;1IS1dc;j.()LJH .incidents prompt. police investigation of these 
i!wide'I1[!; will lead to prevention of n criminal act· through their 
pr(,~;(,Ij('l' or fit' I d :inv('s U.gnt:Lons. 

'I'll" i.rwrPHsl'd "Jill ingncss of witnesses to testify in court rllil1 
J(';1(l I,,;m increase in convictions. The increase in convictions 
"'jllihIlll'cJ wi th Ll\(' lIl<:rC'oSl' :in apprehensions and increase in pre-
'le'n[ ion "f [Tintilldl ,1eLs will lead to on i.ncrease in deterrence. 
~;Ilml' ,,f lhis cleterrr'nc:t: will 1)(' ('oused by a growing awareness of an 
ill('t'!'i1b(, in ('nnvil'C ions, some wil1 be caused by the perceived increase 
(If :lppn-hl'nsio[ls, ;11lcl otller deLerrence will result from aggressive 
l"die'l' illVl'stigOlioll or suspicious inddents. 

Tht' incn~ils(, in convictions will lead to reduction in crime. 
TIll' :;l'l'ciril' contributioJl of this fuctor would be the incarceration 
of 10(',11 criminals. An increase in deterrence will also result in 
;1 J'l'tilldinn in n"jml' or displacement to other crimes or other areas. 

1 t shou! d lw clear f rom the above description that the number 
(J 1 am;umpl ions Ll'ad:Lng [rom CCRP ncti vi ties to reduction of crime 
<lpp roacht'fi IH:r~L.~» r roport:Lons. Therefore, we have chosen not to 
l'val lIa[ (' CCRPs on Lhe basis of their impact on crime. Instead we 
hnvl' ('IHlfH'll IllCnS\lrt:lTIents c108('r to CCRP activities as realistic 
('v:ll U;l Li UII po int s . 

VIJI. Assl'ssmcnt of CCIU)s 

II. 1'.I..0~t9~~:L _C]l.::'1r11 eter~J:.ics 

From Lhl' daLil collected from our questionnaire, a profile of 
till' CCRl's Btudicd can be outlined: 

TIll' geographical distribution of the 78 projects accurately 
rl'fl{'c:ts the dens.i ty of CCRPs throughout the United States (for 
project lOl'ations see Figure 1). About 60% of the projects 
an: slLunted in cities greater than 100,000 in population. 
Sl.venty-r:ivc per cent of the projects are administered by law 
enforcement agencies, while 25% are run by city agencies, civic 
g nHlps 0'" other community organizations. In addition, so~e 
projects work in direct cooperation with other groups; 17% 
<l re :t ff:ilinted with a Chamber of Commerce; and 15% \<:ith community 
sl'rvice organizations. Most CCRPs (90%) are administered by 
organizations wllich administer other crime prevention projects 
n~; well: 86% coex~s t. with Operation I. D.; 72% with Home 
Security Inspections; 37% with a Crisis Hotline; and 15% with 
CLtizl'n Patrols. 

Sixty-flve per cent of the CCRPs are administered by at 
least one full-time staff person. Of these, approximately 
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one-third are single person operations. In addition, 12% 
of the CCRPs have part-time staff and 13% have volunteer workers. 
Only 20% of the projects were able to provide budget information; 
these projects had budgets which ranged from a low of less than 
$100 to a high of $1.000,000 (East Lansing TIP)27. Approximately 
one-third of the projects are funded through federal or state 
LEAA grants. In addition, 23% of the CCRPs received financial 
support from business groups, 19% from citizens, and 15% from 
community organizations. 

The length of existence of the CCRPs surveyed ranged from 
one year to more than eight years, with a median project life 
of 2.7 years. Ninety per cent of the projects are curren~ly 
operated by the same organization that started them. The 
original idea for starting 32% of the CCRPs came from another 
proj ect' s brochure. Many CCRPs have received ass is tance in 
planning their activities: 26% have received advice from crime 
prevention experts; 24% from other CCRPs; 24% from local agencies; 
and 17% from federal agencies. In addition, 72% of the CeRPs 
provide assistance to other projects. 

Approximately 70% of the CCRP operators indicated thnt 
their project is at least "somewhat" successful. While many 
operators (33%) could not give a reason for their evaluation, 
some (14%) cited changes in the number of arrests or other 
crime statistics, while others (39%) based their rating on the 
number and activity level of ceRP participants. When asked 
what plan existed for future CCRP activities, 46% of the project 
operators indicated plans to expand, 28% planned to remoin the 
same and 14% planned to modify or eliminate the activities 
carried out by their CCRP*. These future plans did not correlnte 
with the project operators' ratings of success. 

B. Structure of Critical Assessment Issues 

The assessment of CCRPs effort and performance follows the 
framework of steps within the CCRP's domain: 

1. designation of target area; 
2. creation of awareness and positive attitude; 
3. commitment of participants; 
4. education of participant; and 
5. impact on participant's crime reporting behavior. 

1. Designation of Target Area. The first step in implementing 
a CCRP should be clear designation of a target area. This target 
area is defined as a geographical unit (e.g., city, city and suburbs, 
county, etc.) that identifies those citizens to be contacted and 
participate in CCRP activities. In addition, some CCRPs can designate 
". ,,24 . i .' 1 d a comparlson group, 1.e., areas or c tlzens tlat are not contacte 

and do not participate in CCRP activities. (This will allow projects 

*The remaining 12% did not indicate future plans. 
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to botter evaluate their impact*.) Defining a target area identifies 
for the CCRP citizens toward which they are to direct their activities, 
nnd lIlti.mately where to J.ook for an impact. 

2. Creation of Awareness and Positive Attitude. Once a target 
ilrf:a 'j s designated the CCRP should then decide upon the means it will 
employ to make the citizens in the target area aware of the project's 
existence. Of central importance to the creation of awareness is the 
decision of whether citizens are to be actively and/or passively con
tacted. For example, will the project use personal contact of citizens 
by staff members or use a media campaign to promote awareness? An 
i1cldj t.ional issue coo cerns the impression the CCRP initially creates 
110 the citizen, i.e .• what will be the citizen's attitude toward the 
project. 

3. COhIDlitment. Once awareness of a CCRP has been created in the 
target area, the project is ready to commit citizens to crime report
ing. ThJs effort involves activities used by the CCRP to enlist 
part icip,lTlts who are committed to perform the crime reporting behaviors 
proscribed by the project. 

fl. Educ.ation. Following or coincidental with the commitment 
of pnrUcipants a CCRP may provide some form of education in an at
L<'mpt to: (a) make participants aware of the need for increased sur
vC'i II nnce; (b) i.mprove participants' ability to recognize suspicious/ 
cr"i m:i ni.l 1 ilctivities; and (c) improve participants' knowledge of how 
Lo provide good reports. 

5. Jmpilct on Crime Reporting Behavior. Following the four pre
vious steps the CCRP has potentially created an impact in the target 
ilrCll that may result in: (a) an increase in the amount of surveillance; 
(Il) ,Ill LIlCI-l'ill;(' in till' qU1mti.ly or I"cports regarding sllspicious/criminal 
,lI'! [\iLil's; :lIld (d illl .i.mpn1vl'menl in the qlWU.ty of reports. 

C. .Summar.Y...£indings of Critical Assessment Issues 

1. Designation of Target Area. Nearly all CCRPs (96%) did 
sped fy some de finable target area, in terns of geographical unit 
or number of persons. The most frequent form of implementation was 
for the CeRP to designate an entire city a.s its target area (49%). 
Table 2 shows the target areas used by the various project types. 

We have found that not enough systematic planning prior to the 
commencement of CCRPs has taken place concerning: 

a. how large a target area should be designated, given the 
resources and the nature of the CCRP; and 

b. how many citizens within the target area would be contacted 
and be expected to participate in CCRP activities. 

Thls general lack of systematic planning in designating a target area 
makes it difficult for most CCRPs to validly interpret any observed 
chAnges in impact measures. For some project types (Radio Watch, 
and Special Phone-Lines).. it. is not evident that CCRPs should or can 

*Volume III: Evaluation Manual for CCRPs contains further in
formation on this topic. 
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Table 2 

Number of projects designating different types of target area. 

Less than City and One or more State-
Project Type city wide Citywi~e suburbs counties wide -,. 

Radio tlatch 3 2 2 

-- -_ .... --------
tVhistleStop 1 1 

----
Non-reward 

6 2 3 1 Phone Line 

-
Reward Phone 

3 3 Line 

l. : 
I I Group 13 lr 1 ! Presentation 

L .", " 

q 
." 

!11embershiP 5 1 

I 
I " . -
I Home 3 11 4 
I ·Presentation , 
I". ____ ----~--------------------------

% of Total 4% I 18% 21% 5% 

I . i 

1 
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limit their services to select sub-areas; but for the remaining 
types, especially the Home Presentations projects, systematic 
implementation within a city represents the preferred approach; it 
not only helps concentrate proj e'ct efforts, but also aids the inter
pretabiJity of project impact. A second point concerns the finding 
that CCRPs do nnt, in general, keep uniform information on the de
mographic characteristics (e.g., sex, age, race, etc.) of their target 
area citizens and actual participants. Without such basic descriptive 
information, any CCRP claim of impact on participant's reporting 
behavior wi.ll remain subject to criticism of "selection confounds,,16 
That is, the impact could be due merely to the participation of 
certain kinds of citizens. The lack of these data also leaves CCRPs 
defenseless to the possible criticism that they may be servicing only 
middle-class individuals and avoiding areas where implementatlon 
may be more difficult. 

2. Creation of Awareness and Positive Attitude. Host CCRPs 
use a combination of the following techniques to make citizens aware 
of their proj ect: (a) use of media; (b) distribution of literature 
ilnd stickers; (c) distribution of novelty items; and Cd) personal 
contact. Table 3 shows the percentage of CCRPs using various creation 
l1f awareness tec1miques. Table 4 shows the CCRPs which provided 
,>vidence for the number of group presentations and/or the attendance 
figures for these presentations. These techniques vary in the number 
of potential contacts they provide, the cost and effort they require 
fur implementation, and their potential for initially creating a 
positive attitude towards the CCRP. Few CCRPs attempted to document 
the number or proportion of their target area citi.zens who are aware 
of the CCRY's existence. Only two awareness sucveys were conducted 
in a manner that we can interpret the results with confidence; Florida 
Help Stop Crime 2B found an awareness level of 60% and a survey 
concerning Chicago (Hyde Park) Whistlestop found that 82% of the 
sample was aware of the project 49

• However, from an examination 
of Tables 3 and 4 it is clear that in other locations many citizens 
are being exposed to CCRPs. In many cities a significant portion 
of the population have attended a presentation. Many more citizens 
have most likely been exposed to the CCRP through mass media. On 
the basis of the effort expended by CCRPs and the findings of the 
PJorida and Hyde Park surveys it is our judgment that citizens are 
generally aware of CCRPs where efforts are made to publicize its existence. 

Finally, we have found that, in general, CCRPs do not explicitly 
recognize that their awareness techniques also create an initial 
attitude on the part of the citizen toward the project. 

3. Commitment. Mere awareness by citizens of a CCRP's existence 
and purposes does not, in its~lf, indicate a citizen's commitment 
to surveillance and crime reporting. Realizing this, all CCRPs employ 
techniques which attempt to commit citizens to participate in surveil
lance and/or crime reporting. These techniques fall into three cate
gories: (a) attempts to increase the benefits associated with crime 
reporting (e.g., providing rewards); (b) attempts to decrease the 
costs associated with cri~e ~eporting (e.g., providing anonymity); 
and (c) attempts to encourage behaviors which are consistent with 
crime reporting (e.g., becoming a member of a CCRP). CCRPs that 
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Table 4 

'1 t,r"up Presentation 
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. ~:~:£i t!: ~_ 

~~ighb0rh~od Alert, 
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85 
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21 

11 

39 

50 
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73 
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can identify specific reports with their project (e.g., Radio Watch 
projects) are in a better position to answer questions regarding 
the size of the impact of their commitment efforts. (See Table 5). 
Yet this figure (the number of reports) is most likely to be an 
underestimate of the total number committed*. An additional difficulty 
in measuring commitment is due to its psychological nature. Given 
these problems it is not surprising to find that CCRPs do not know 
the number or proportion of their target population that is actually 
committed to crime reporting. 

A final point regards our judgment that it is important for 
projects to know the longevity of the commitment they foster1 5 • 

Only in this way will they have a strong foundation upon which to 
base future project decisions about how to best foster and possibly 
renew commitment. 

4. Education. It was found that 57% of the projects, primarily 
representing CCRPs in Category II, used explicit educatiorial activities 
(e.g., show films, give lectures, and distribute training manuals) 
aimed at improving their participants' ability to recognize suspicious/ 
criminal activities and/or to provide reports of good quality. The 
remaining 43% of CCRPs provide some educational information, at least 
implicitly. We found a gap in knowledge regarding the lack of attempts 
to measure the immediate effectiveness of the educational activities, 
i.e., how much do participant's learn from these activities? This 
gap is a critical one, as projects and law enforcement agencies tend 
to base decisions on the assumption that CCRP participants have in 
fact been properly educated 1Q

• 

5. Impact on Reporting Behavior. One-half of the CCRPs indicated 
that there has been an increase in the quantity of reports because 
of their project's activities. These conclusions were based on data 
such as the number of reports identified with their project (see 
Table 5) and a change in the number of in-progress calls. In our 
opinion tbese conclusions may not be appropriate because of the lack 
of a relevant comparison group. Thus, it is not possible to determine 
if the changes that occurred would have happened \.;rithout the CCRP' s 
activities, i. e., we are not questioning whether a change occurred 
but to what do you attribute this change. Approximately one-third 
indicated an increase in quality of reports related to their project. 
These conclusions were based on observations such as feedback from 
dispatchers and investigators on some good calls from CCRP partici
pants. In our opinion these conclusions may not be appropriate 
because of their questionable reliability (i.e., a few above average 
reports may be remembered better than the majority of average reports). 
Therefore, it is our judgment that no CCRP has data that should 
be interpreted as showing that its participants have increased their: 
(a) surveillance; (b) quantity of reporting; or (c) quality of re
porting. This is not to say that no project has valid measurement 
techniques. For example, a project evaluation 59 for Block Watchers, 

*This follows from the reasoning that not all committed citizens 
will see a suspicious/criminal activity to report. 
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J. Radio Watch Projects. Targeting on drivers of radio equipped 
vehicles is an efficient concentration of CCRP effort. There are a 
limited number of drivers who are mobile and large expenditures of 
money are not required as the vehicles are already radio-equipped. 
When these participants are committed and adequately educated Radio 
Watch projects will increase the amount of surveillance participants 
engage in. That is, they will be more aware of suspicious/criminal 
activities. By providing a means for these individuals to report, 
Radio Watch CCRPs accomplish two things: (a) participants have a 
recognized channel through which to report; and (b) suspicious/ 
criminal activities that are unlikely to be seen and reported by 
other citizens will be reported. In addition, since Radio Watch 
participants are often skilled observers (e.g., cab drivers), educating 
them to make good quality reports should be successful. We therefore 
conclude that well implemented Radio Watch projects will significantly 
increase participant surveillance, increase the quantity of reports, 
and improve the quality of reports. 

2. Whistlestop Projects. There is no indication that these 
CCRPs conduct intensive personal contact with their participants 
for commitment or educational purposes. In general these projects 
simply encourage the use of the whistles at the participants' discretion. 
Whistlestop projects are not primarly oriented towards an increase 
in surveillance or an improvement in the quality of reports. At 
present, there is no reliable evidence concerning the reaction of 
citizens who hear the whistle*. Given the lack of supporting data 
we are reluctant to draw any conclusions regarding the effectiveness 
of Whistlestop. 

3. Special Telephone Line Projects. Phone Line Projects, in 
general, merely provide potential participants with a specific 
medi.um by which to report. There is no intensive personal contact 
of citizens by the project to encourage increased surveillance or 
to encourage an improvement in the quality of reports. Special 
Telephone Line CCRPs which also offer rewards elicit reports from 
citizens (e.g., other criminals) with access to specific information 
about suspicious/criminal activities**. It is our conclusion that, 
in general, Special Telephone Line projects will not significantly 
increase the quantity of reports as they tend to rely heavily on 
media. Sole use of media has not been found to specifically affect 

• • ., 21..028..04'5..057 
report1ng behav10r or behavl0r 1n general. 

4. Group Presentations. Relying on a single group presentation 
coupled with the distribution of literature appears to be an approach 
that will have a limited impact on potential participant's reporting 
behavior. This judgment is based upon the above media research 

*Although there have been a number of well publicized incidents 
where whistles proved helpful, no systematic evaluation of the projects 
has been conducted. A research study currently in progress may 
provide some answers. 

**Personal Communication from K. Sholes, originator of Silent 
Observer (Battle Creek, Michigan), to P.J. Lavrakas. June, 1975. 
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as well as research dealing with helping behaviors..o;o While some parti
cipants may improve their reporting behavior, we do not expect that 
the proportion of these citizens will ~ be large. Without the 
use of additional techniques (e.g., follow-up meetings), it is our 
judgment that these CCRPs have minimal potential for impact upon 
reporting behavior. Group presentations may be effective in altering 
awareness, knowledge, attitudes and in generating requests for 
other services but not in changing reporting behavior. 

5. Membership Projects. Nembership projects on the whole are 
similar to Group Presentations, except that they explicitly enlist 
members. This additional characteristic is likely to provide Mem
bership projects with an advantage over the Group Presentations 
approach, in that participants who become members have made their 
commitment to report publicly. Yet in the absence of continued 
contac~ of members by the CCRPs, we assume that the average member 
will not maintain his original level of commitment to crime reporting. 
However, without even basic research data we are reluctant to draw 
conclusions regarding membership projects impacts. 

6. Home Presentations. Concentrating CCRP efforts in specific 
neighborhoods appears to be a more intense approach than large group 
presentations at business, civic, or community meetings. The parti
cipant-staff ratio will be smaller, and neighbors are being brought 
together to work toward the common goal of improved security in their 
immediate neighborhood. Depending upon the intensity of CCRP con
tact with these participants, and the degree of commitment of the 
participants, we assume that Home Presentation projects will have a 
significant positive impact on crime reporting behavior. This kind 
of positive impact appears most likely in those instances in which 
neighbors are organized into a group with some continuing structure, 
because this approach has the potential for neighbors reinforcing 
each other in their commitment to crime reporting. In addition, 
it is the type of project that can be effectively organized by 
citizens themselves 35 

• 

E. Summary Findings of Potential Side Effect Issues 

In addition to the critical assessment issues, seven possible 
side effects of CCRPs were identified: 

1. change in police-community relations; 
2. change in participants fear of crime; 
3. overload on police facilities; 
4. increased community cohesiveness; 
5. increased criminalization of certain types of behavior; 
6. increased unrealistic suspicion; and 
7. increased vigilantism. 

These additional issues regarding the impact of CCRPs were chosen 
on the basis of inforn~tion gathered from interviews, and in the 
course of the development of the CCRP conceptual framework. 

1. Change Police-Community Relations, Nost CCRPs, by their 
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very nature, seek to improve the relationship between the community 
and the police. Of theoretical importance to this issue is the 
possibility that citizens' expectations concerning CCRPs' ability 
to "solve the problem" will be unrealistically raised. Approximately 
50% of the project operators indicate an improvement in police-com
munity relations as a result of their project activities. These 
findings were, in general, based on anecdotal evidence. As we are 
uncertain of the reliability of this evidence we cannot draw a firm 
conclusion regarding these increases in police-community relations. 
Only one project operator indicated a problem regarding unfulfilled 
e.xpectations. Of special interest was a finding that 19% of the 
projects operators regarded an increase in the apparent crime rate 
(due to an expected increase in reporting) as a potential problem 
in their community. 

2. Change Fear of Crime*. By focusing attention on the local 
crime problem, CCRPs may be contributing to an increase in fear/ 
concern on the part of their target population. If this fear were 
to reach unrealistic proportions, we would regard it as a negative 
effect. On the other hand, it can be suggested that CCRPs can reduce 
fear of crime by providing citizens with the feeling that the citizens 
are actively involved in dealing with their local crime problem. 
Results supporting possible positive and negative side effects were 
fOlmd.Tn a Portland (Oregon) survey, 50% of the respondents indicated 
that they felt publicity about crime tended to make the public more 
fearful of crime**.On the other hand, in a survey dealing with Chicago 
\.JllistJL'stop, 60% of the respondents who had whistles indicated 
that they felt more secure while carrying a whistle49 Yet, there is 
n general lack of information regarding CCRPs' impact on fear of 
crime. 

3. Overload on Police Facilities. If a CCRP greatly increased 
the quantity of reported incidents, a conceivable result would be 
nn overload on police facilities. At present, there is no indication 
that any CCRP has caused such an overload. 

4. Increased Community Cohesiveness. One often hears that 
crime has reached its present proportion because there is no longer 
the "sense of neighborhood" that is said to have existed in the 
past. Home Presentation CCRPs strive to refoster a spirit of com
munity cohesiveness, but none indicates knowing whether their efforts 
have contributed to this spirit. While this is, itself, an information 
gap. it is important to note that the assumption (that community 
cohesiveness will help improve crime reporting) is also untested. 
As noted earlier, increase in community cohesiveness and surveillance 
is also a goal of environmental design strategists. 

5. Increased Criminalization of Behavior. Criminalization of 
behavior refers to instances in which a problem that had previously 
been dealt with by individuals outside the criminal justice system 
is instead referred to law enforcement authorities for solution. 
We have found no indication that there has been such an effect, 
although CCRPs do attempt to increase awareness of certain acts as 

*See Furstenberg 33 for a theoretical discussion of fear of crime. 
**Portland (Oregon) Anti-Burglary Campaign, 1975. 
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"crimes". 
6. Increased Unrealistic Suspicion. Since CCRPs stress being 

aware of suspicious persons or incidents, it is possible that citizens 
will start to view many ordinary events as suspicious. While no 
project has assessed the possibility of this side effect, it is our 
impression from interviews that there does not presently exist a 
problem of unrealistic suspicion. Yet it is also our opinion that 
this potential negative side effect requires future consideration 
and systematic assessment. 

7. Increased Vigilantism. When citizens are encouraged to 
involve themselves in law enforcement by being aware of suspicious! 
criminal activities, the possibility exists that they will attempt 
to become more actively involved in trying to remedy, (on their own) 
what they consider to be unlawful. During site visits we were very 
much aware of this as a potential negative side effect. As such 
we did extensive probing of police officials and project operators. 
There was no indication that vigilantism is a problem with any CCRP. 

F. Other Unresolved Issues 

There are a number of other unresolved issues important to 
the assessment of CCRPs but which we did not consider to be either 
relevant measurement points nor potential side effects. These 
issues are, however, concerned with factors that we believe contribute 
to the effectiveness of a CCRP. 

1. Crime Reduction. It may seem surprising that crime reduction 
is treated as a separate issue and not as a critical assessment issue 
or even a side effect. This is done for the following reasons: 

a. It is our judgment that CCRPs, by themselves, should not 
be expected to reduce crime*. The strength of a CCRP's 
impact on the system which produces crime is rather low 
as compared to other societal factors that affect the crime 
rate. However, it is not known how well CCRPs would 
compare· to other crime reduction strategies such as preventive 
police patrol. 

b. Reported crime stati'stics are a combination of actual 

*Thi~6judgment is not universally held. For example, Schneider 
and Eagle on the basis of a mathematical model, conclude that 
" 11 t· . co ec lve actl0n programs may result in crime reduction of up to 
10% in a geographical area if as few as three persons per city block 
are participating in the program and if these persons are able and 
willing to take effective action when they see a crime being committed" 
(summary). There are, of course, no empirical data to support such a 
conclusion. 

On the other hand, our Advisory Council felt very strongly that 
it wa·s unrealistic to expect a CCRP, by itself, to reduce the crime 
rate. 
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victimizations and the percentage of crimes reported to 
the police. Thus, it would be expected that if the victimi
zation rate were to remain the same and a CCRP were to be 
successful in raising the reportin~ rate, crime would appear 
to have risen. It is presently unknown how long it would take 
for such an effect to occur. Before a true reduction in 
victimization would occur, the demands of the heroic assumptions 
detailed in Figure 2 would have to be met. The length of 
t lme th is might take is also unknown. 

c. 1~e use of official police statistics to evaluate crime 
reduction can be misleading 37

• 

d. Projects implemented without any comparison group make valid 
conclusions very difficult 16

• Only 5% of the projects had 
any form of comparison or control group. 

c. Ninety-six per cent of the projects dealt inadequately with 
displacement effects. 

f. No CCR.P has a sufficient number 0 f valid data points to 
assess the project's impact on crime reduction2~. A one
year, pre-post figure is simply unreliable from a sound 
methodological perspective, mainly because of the possibility 
of regression artifacts. 

Despite these di fficulties in linking CCRPs to crime reduction, 42% 
of the CCRPs listed crime reduction as their most important long
range goal, and the other 58% listed it as one of their secondary 
goals. Approximately one-third of the projects indicated that crime 
reduction was one of the best ways to evaluate their project's 
effectiveness. One-fifth of the projects actually claimed a reduction 
in crime as an effect of their project's activities. Only three 
.,' t (I .. .. )SS""S9'-61l ptoJec s eaC1 a major crlme preventlon project made a 

serious attempt to employ a valid research design on which to base 
their claims of reduced crime. At most, these projects can claim 
crime reduction for participants, and not for the area in which 
they operated. Unfortunately, all three designs were methodologically 
flawed. and this diminishes confidence in their conclusions. It is 
extremely difficult, and costly, to validly measure an impact on 
('r i.mc. I t appears that for many proj ects crime reduction was claimed 
either because crime statistics we~e readily available (but not 
necessarily interpretable) and/or because it was politically advisable 
to make such a claim. 

2. LEAA Grants. Of all surveyed projects, 38% reported that 
they were currently receiving some kind of LEAA grant. While there 
were [I number of descriptive differences (budget size, activities, 
project age) between funded and non funded projects, of critical 
concerns in our study were: (a) whether "better" data were available 
from funded projects; and (b) whether funded projects were more 
effective. 

Our analysis indicated that there were no significant differences 
in the types of data available from funded and non funded projects. 
TIll' only survey inform<\tiop that funded proj ects collected more 
frequently than non funded projects (36% vs. 11%) were surveys 
conc~rning fear. Although there were no differences in the possession 
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of the data elements we considered relevant for evaluation of project 
impact, funded projects more frequently had produced progress re-
ports (75% vs. 47%) and evaluation reports (55% vs. 15%). These 
findings are consistent with our observations that these reports 
generally did not contain performance data. Thus, without reliable 
data, we cannot estimate the impact of funding on project effectiveness. 

3. Cost Estimates. An extensive effort was made to obtain 
actual or estimated cost figures for CCRPs. Only 20% of the projects 
were able to give any estimates of costs*. These estimates ranged 
from one proj ect '+ 7 having no cost to another 2 7 indicating a budget 
of $1,000,000. The cost figures provided by projects, in our judgment, 
are not comparable. Different projects included different factors 
in computing costs. Some CCRPs included all investigatory costs, 
while others dtd not include any personnel costs. Given this vari.ability, 
no attempt can be made to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of CCRPs. 
An additional problem is comparing costs of CCRPs to alternacive 
crime prevention activities. Wi.thout meaningful cost data for 
CCRPs, reliable comparisons are impossible. 

4: Generalizability across Communities. The generalizabilHy 
of projects from one community to another is dependent upon numerous 
factors. One of the most important, but difficult to document, 
factors is the quality of CCRP personnel. During site visits we 
have noted that the enthusiasm and leadership qualities of the project 
operator appeared to be critical to the project's operation. 

The structure and character of the community [Ire also important 
considerations. For example, Home Presentation projects, which stress 
neighborhood surveillance, may not be very successful in communities 
where both husband and wife work outside the home. Thus, a community 
should carefully examine the assumptions underlying a CCRP to determine 
whether it is appropriate given their make-up and needs. 

5. Longevity. All CCRPs appear to assume that the activities 
of their proj ect will not only have an inunediate impact on the parti
cipants but that the impact will sustain itself and be evident when 
a crime occurs. This is a very important untested assumption. 
Crimes are relatively infreqnent and it rn-jght be some t irne be Cure a 
participant actually has the opportunity to put the project's'recom
mended behaviors to a test. Thus, recollection of the crime reporting 
education and commitment at the time of the suspicious/criminal . 
incident is critical. This suggests the need for continued project 
follow-up activities. If a project assumes that its activities 
have a permanent impact on participants (an unwise assumption in 
our opinion), then follow-up activities do not take place. If, 
however, projects assume that participants must be contacted again, 
then the burden on project resources is increased. The degree to 
which projects have sufficient resources needed for follow-up contact 
should therefore be considered in planning a CCRP. 

*During site V1Slts our staff members were informed that this 
wa~ in most cases, very difficult because no records were kept 
regarding budget breakdonws. 
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6. The Role of Behavioral Science Research. It is our observa
L ton that very few rr-oj ects (an exception being Crime Check, New 
OTlenns, Louisiana) 1 make use of available behavioral science 
refH!Cl"rch about why people do or do not report crimes. We feel that 
the effectiveness of projects could be enhanced if relevant information 
concerning reporting of crimes, in particular, and the means of modifying 
behavjor, in general, were made available to project planners and 
operators. Unfortunately, since most of this information is published 
p rirnarLly in scholarly j oumals it is not readily accessible to 
these individuals. 

LX. Recommendations and Conclusions 

This section offers recommendations and conclusions regarding 
the major issues dealt with in this report. 

A. The Future of CCRPs. 

From a theoretical perspective CCRPs have an important role 
in the criminal justice system since most activities in this system 
{'an be traced back to citizen reports. Any project which affects 
tile quantity or quality of input into this system can potentially 
have major effects on the system as a whole. It is also clear that 
many communities are investing much effort in CCRP activity. Of 
greater importance is the fact that citizens are responding to these 
efforts. Citizens attend meetings, make calls using special tele
phone numbers, and open their homes to their neighbors. These 
responses indicate that some needs of the community are being satisfied 
by CCRPs. Since CCRPs are community oriented, they are likely to 
(' ffeet a number of relevant community issues. Thus, CCRPs may theore
tically serve as mechanisms to improve police-community relations, 
increase community cohesiveness, and reduce unrealistic fears. CCRPs 
offer one of the few opportunities for citizens to do something 
positive about the crime situation. 

Finally, given the general lack of well designed CCRP evaluation 
studies, the judgment of project operators and experts in the area 
or (' dm', prevention take on special importance. The maj ority of 
CCRP operators feel that their activities are increasing the number 
of crimes reported. Many (30%) believe that their projects have 
increased the quality of these reports. A significant number (20%) 
also believe that their project has reduced crime in their area. 
Tnterviews with crime prevention experts indicated that 19 of these 
2] authorities believed that CCRPs are effective in meeting their 
goals. 

Given the above findings and reasoning we recommend that CCRPs 
continue to receive LEM support. In particular we are especially 
optimistic about the potential of Home Presentation and Radio Watch 
Projects. This support, however, should be contigent upon adequate 
p.lnnning and evaluation. Some important points to consider are 
p l-esented below and explained in greater detail in Volume .III: 
Mode] Evaluation Manual ~3 •• 
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B. Conceptualization of CCRPs 

Regarding our finding of a lack of adequate conceptualization 
of CCRPs we suggest that project planners and operators give special 
attention to the following questions: 

1. What qualifications should project personnel have? 
2. What specific target area will be served by the CCRP? 
3. Is there a control area or group available for comparison 

purposes? 
4. What available techniques are best suited to create awareness 

of and a positive attitude toward the CCRP among target 
citizens? 

5. What available methods are best suited to commit CCRP 
participants to reporting suspicious/criminal incidents? 

6. How will commitment to crime repcrting be maintained? 
7. What should citizens learn from CCRP educational activities? 
8. What positive and negative side-effects may the CCRP 

create? 

For all aspects of CCRP conceptualization it is our recom
mendation that planners and operators be provided with easily assimi
lated information concerning relevant behavioral science research 
findings; or that individual s who have a background in the behav:i.oral 
sciences be included in the planning and implementing of a CCRP. 

C. Evaluation of CCRPs* 

It is clear that most CCRPs are collecting information concerning 
their efforts (e.g., number of presentations). We recommend that 
they continue to gather these data. In contrast, the continued use 
of reported crime statistics, as the major measure of effectiveness, 
is not recommended. . 

We strongly recommend that an evaluation plan be developed 
at the same time a CCRP is being planned. Such a plan should 
ideally include measures of the following: 

1. descriptive information (e.g., age, race, sex) of target 
area citizens, actual participants, and control area citizens; 

2. effort measures (e.g., the number of public service an
nouncements scheduled, the number of group presentations 
given, the number of educational films shown); 

3. short term impact measures (e.g., the number of citizens 
made aware by public service announcements, the number 
of membership cards signed, the knowledge gained by 
participants from educational activities); 

4. long-term impact measures (e.g., the number of in-progress 
calls, the number of cells about suspiciolls persons/vehicles, 

*See Volume IIi: Model Evaluation 1 3 for a comprehensive treat-. 
ment of evaluating a CCRP. 



rntings from dispatchers and investigators regarding the 
qllClIity of reports); and 

5. potential side effects: a) police-community relations 
(:.g., survey information); b) fear/concern of crime 
((:./;., suyvey information); c) overload of police 
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f;)clliUes (p. g., response time); and d) community cohesive
fles,; (e. g., survey infonnation). 

11l)'''''I'Vl'r, '.Nt: n·c:ognizc that most CCRP operators have neither 
t h(' TJ('Pc] !lor the resources to implement all of the measures 
rf'COrnmefHjed <thOVl~. Rather operators should decide which project 
:11'( j vi t j ('s Arv worth eval uAting and then select those recommenda-
11')118 wliich best fit their evaluation needs and resources. Those 
project s whic'h nn" operating AS demonstration projects with LEAA 
~;Ilpp()rt 110W(:vey, should conduct comprehensive evaluations of both 
prJOYI ;md impact. 

jl. Crimp RvdlICtion 

It is (lIlr judgment that CCRPs, by themselves, should not be held 
,lCTOlHlLJhl (' for demonst rating a reduction in crime. Coupled with 
"tlll'Y ('ormnunHy crime prevention projects (e.g., Operation I.D.), 
it lIWY b(' rC'nl istic to expect a measurable impact. Yet before an 
('valu,!! inn is Attempted, we strongly recommend the use of technical 
.J!;(;ist;J!l('~· and the lIS(' of valid surveys of both victim and witness 
n'pc1rt j nl~ behnviol-, due to the complexities of documenting and in
It'l-pr('t"ing <l reduction in crime. 

'I'll{' gencrfll lack of clearly interpretable knowledge concerning 
prl)j('n l'ffeclivencss is not limited to CCRPs, crime prevention,or 
"\'<'11 tIll' t'n t i r-L' (' I.-j lI1.i 11<1] jus t 1. Cl' sys tC'lll. Ri v] in has noted tha t the 
t () progn'ss in evaluating soci.al services is not so much a failure 
t1 f tIlt' annl ys t s • but is due to a lack of data to analyze. "They 
IIlIIS l h:1Vl' some thing to analyze, and neither social service delivery 
;;\,s t ems 11(1 r government programs are organized to generate information 
,Ihollt tlwi1' ('ffectivl'ness."soWe hold that unless action is taken 
l'i.thvr nt the nntional or state level to improve the planning and 
l'v;ll llat j ng 0 f CCRPs, clear and interpretable information concerning 
CCRPs' t' f [eet i VPIH'SS wi II not be forthcoming. 
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